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ello and welcome to the 2015 summer edition of
ArtSpace. This issue finds us at a turning point for the
LSA as we continue to search for a new gallery venue
and base. We are very sorry to see the demise of Gallery
150, and would like to thank our sponsors for their continued
support. The LSA Summer Show this year will
take place at Warwickshire School of Arts, as it has done in
the past.
We are pleased to announce that as of January 2015,
back issues of ArtSpace were made available online at
www.issuu.com and we would like to thank Magenta
Advertising for making this possible. ArtSpace has already
been read in every continent and issue 40 has now reached
over 10,000 page turns!
This issue brings reviews of LSA members’ work and a
feature about the little known medium of encaustic art. There
is also a review of the Compton Verney Spring Exhibition
and a feature article on John Yeadon’s exhibition Englandia.
Carole Sleight, its co-ordinator, gives a hint of what is being
planned for Art in the Park 2015 – a fantastic opportunity
to showcase your work, meet other artists and gather
inspiration.
I would like to encourage anybody who is interested
in writing for the journal, by reviewing exhibitions or
interviewing local artists, to come forward. It really is a
privilege to be able to meet artists, discuss their work, and
see works in progress.
I hope this all makes for an enjoyable summer of art. n
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n August 1st and 2nd Jephson
Gardens will open its gates
to the second Art in the Park
festival. The festival was founded
by Leamington Studio Artists in
2014 to provide a platform for
artists to sell and demonstrate their
craft, whilst also inspiring others to
take up an artistic pursuit. We’ve
been overwhelmed by the positive
response from artists, musicians,
performers, dancers and workshop
providers. Artists range in form,
style, subject and approach; from
3 Blue Stars travelling art gallery,
Fiona Kingdom’s intricate wood
art, Ian Gibson’s water and acrylic
wonder worlds, Neil Adcock’s classic
racing pictures and Emma Caplin’s
colourful collages to local art shop
Chrome Yellow Arts, David Lewis,
Hilary Roberts, Roger Chamley…
in fact there are over seventy artists
booked to date, some of whose work
is shown here. Their prescence will
make the event a vibrant reflection of
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Jephson Gardens is blooming arty!
by Carole Sleight

Leamington’s artistic endeavours.
This is an opportunity to bring
our community together to value,
cherish and support our artists across
a number of disciplines. Motionhouse
Dance Company, Heartbreak Theatre
Productions, Being Frank Physical
Theatre, Morgan Lee Forth, Pauline
Quirke Academy, Purple Monster,
ceramicist Gabrielle Rucinski,
Shanade Morrow and Andy Farr’s
Community Painting are just some
of the additional companies and
individual events we’re planning to
bring to this year’s festival.
We want to provide a rich and
diverse festival packed with art,
entertainment and sales and this is
even more important when we look at
the current discussions and support
for the arts in Leamington. Having
recently attended meetings about the
concept of a ‘Cultural Quarter’ in the
south of our town, the Art in the Park
festival provides an essential cultural
showcase for the development of a

larger local arts provision.
We hope to demonstrate the
need for investment from national
and local government, philanthropists,
charities and companies. A consensus
is emerging as to why this is
important. Peter Bazalgette nailed
it when he said in The Guardian:
“It starts with the inherent value of
culture, continues through all the
social and educational benefits and
only ends with the economic”.
That’s why Warwick District
Council, Leamington Town Trust
and many others are supporting us.
Stephanie Kerr from Bid Leamington
is passionate about the arts and
acutely aware that the creative
industries have been growing three
times as fast as the national economy.
In addition to promoting Art in the
Park in 25,000 copies of the Little
Book of Offers, The Courier and
online at www.royal-leamingtonspa.co.uk she has also involved Bid
Leamington in the festival. Together

Left: Fiona Kingdon For William – Boy in a Tree
(2015) Scrollworked oak and sycamore
30 x 30 x 2.5cm

Below: Hilary Roberts. Lady with Cigar (2009)
Giclée print

Below: Ian Gibson Sky Dogs (2013)
Watercolour 48 x 34cm
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the LSA. Email chair@lsartist.net
if you are interested in exhibiting or
volunteering to staff the tent over the
weekend.
Please put August 1st and
2nd in your diary and invite family,
friends and neighbours to the festival;
admission is free. Let’s make sure
that Royal Leamington Spa gains a
reputation as a town with a vibrant art
scene and an established yearly arts
festival.

Local art scene

with award winning local florist
Sarah Horne, they will launch a
campaign to ‘flower-up’ Leamington
throughout July as a floral prelude
to Art in the Park and to mark the
installation of Sarah’s award winning
Chelsea Flower Arbour that will
be permanently sited in Jephson
Gardens. Leamington Art Gallery and
Museum has joined in supporting this
through hosting a series of free family
paper flower workshops throughout
July. Penelope Thomas, Learning and
Engagement Officer from the Gallery,
commented that “We want to be
involved in Art in the Park as we feel
it provides a community platform for
our activities.”
As a member and supporter
of the LSA and the arts, we need
your involvement, help and support.
This can be given as a participant,
sponsor, volunteer and by spreading
the word. Your board of trustees is
organising a beautiful pagoda tent
to exhibit and promote the work of

.

Above: Black Cat Silver (Jo Thomas) Rainfall
Bangle (2015) Sterling silver, width 1.5cm
Below: Ros Ingram Tap Fish (2014) Ceramic and
vintage items

Above: Kim and Paul Ingvar The Miller’s Tails
(2014) Giclee print on art paper
5.58 x 46 cm (framed size)
Left: Morgan Lee Forth creates the work
Traced Ink

Further information
email carole@artinpark.co.uk
07768 617 081

Art in the Park 1–2 August
2015 sponsors

LEAMINGTON
S T U D I O A RT I S T S

Festival website
www.artinpark.co.uk
Bookings

www.lsa-artists.co.uk
Deadline June 15th
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Above centre: Emma Caplin Lobster (2014)
Paper and card collage 59.4 x 84.1cm

Tony Dobson’s encaustic art
by Charlotte Yeung

Opposite: Figure 1. From the Old Comes New
encaustic wax, string and plywood 51 x 40cm
Right: Figure 2. Cosmos encaustic wax 29 x 22cm
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y first impression when I
walk into Tony Dobson’s
studio is disbelief that
everything in it is encaustic art. There
is so much variety – some pictures
look like oil paintings, some like
watercolours, some are even three
dimensional and frieze-like. Tony
leads me over to the largest frame, a
tree set against a fantasy-like sunset
background (From the Old Comes
New, Fig. 1). The surface of the tree
looks so realistic I mistake it for real
bark underneath, before Tony explains
that he uses curved plywood overlaid
with string, all covered in layers of
wax to give the surface its gnarled,
knotted, woody texture. He invites
me to touch it and explains that the
painting is meant to be felt – you can
feel its knobbly surface and place your
fingers between the roots and into
the trunk.
Like myself, Tony hates the
gallery prohibition of the touching of
sculptures. He believes touching is
part of the experience of sculpture.
He’s working on making art for
partially sighted people by creating
a real sensory experience; the tactile
representation of a tree. He’s also
lectured and demonstrated in schools

and at craft fairs: his aim is to make
encaustic art accessible to everybody
and to spread interest in this ancient
medium.
Encaustic art is the oldest form
of painting. It was developed two
thousand five hundred years ago by
ancient Greek boatmen. Whenever
they discovered a gap between the
planks of their boat, they would plug
it with rags soaked in animal fat, using
a hot blade to seal it. This produced
remarkably different colours
depending on where the fat had
come from. They then experimented
with beeswax, which expanded and
contracted along with the movement
of the boat due to temperature
changes, making it an effective
sealant. In addition it produced a
phenomenal burnt umber colour,
which could be used to create images.
Today, encaustic beeswax tablets
are made by combining beeswax and
coloured pigments, and are available
in all sorts of colours. Tony also melts
down old candles and uses these
layered with coffee stirrers and string
to enhance the structure of the work.
In order to help me really
understand the process, Tony lets me
have a go creating my own picture

using his tools, a hot rod onto which
a variety of different shaped metal
heads can be attached, although
metal headed paintbrushes can also
be used. Holding the rod and using a
small triangular shaped head, I melt
a bit of green wax and tentatively dab
a shape onto the cardboard (wood
and canvas are also commonly used
as supports). After a while, I begin to
appreciate the draws of encaustic. I
find the process somehow much more
relaxing and forgiving than painting,
allowing for mistakes and corrections.
A huge number of patterns and
surreal effects can be achieved – the
medium is exceptionally versatile and
can be used equally well on a black or
white background. I can see how Tony
easily wiles away the hours drawing,
dripping, dragging, and pressing the
wax. Even the speed at which the hot
rod is withdrawn affects the pattern
produced; as such it is impossible
to reproduce a work and no two
encaustic paintings are the same.
Tony’s interest in the natural
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elements, particularly water and
wood, is clear through his many
landscapes, and the liquidity of the
wax lends itself to producing these
natural effects. By building up layers
of wax at varying temperatures, Tony’s
works become three-dimensional
and exhibit a variety of textures you
are welcomed to touch. Tony likes to
experiment by painting alternative
angles, such as the roots of a tree or
the underside of a butterfly, combined
with interesting shapes and marks
which invite the viewer to look more
closely. His landscapes often spill
over the page onto the mount, to
the frustration of his framer, whose
tireless efforts ensure the wax does
not touch the glass surface.
However, alongside these, Tony
designs lots of abstract compositions.
These are very much guided by
intuition and feeling rather than any
preconceived idea – it is simply a
matter of applying the wax and then
letting his mind wander. He often
depicts emotion through colour.
Tony is a gifted colour mixer, able to
produce a colour from sight to within
a quarter of a shade, a skill he learnt
while working as a car paint mixer.
The wax produces a very solid yet
translucent effect. Tony’s Cosmos, a
personal favourite of mine, combines
bright colours with subtle touches of
silver, which give the work a sense of
liveliness and rhythm (Fig. 2).
Although Tony has only been
practising encaustic art for the last
eighteen months, he has achieved
a great deal, creating scores of
stylistically varied works and several
commissions. His success is reflected
in his invitation to join the prestigious
society, Encaustic World. However
he insists the best is yet to come – by
constantly trying new techniques
and subjects, he avoids getting stuck

in a rut and has become proficient
in many styles. As a result he has
practised and catered for a range of
aesthetic tastes.
I would encourage the reader to
try this underrated medium – I found
it versatile and rewarding.

.

How Tony creates one of his signature tree paintings:
Firstly, he melts coloured wax with a travel iron
and uses a hairdryer to push the moulten wax over
the surface of the support, creating the abstract
background of the picture.
He assembles coffee stirrers and pieces of string
soaked in wax to make the body of the tree and
then drips wax over this structure to seal it together.
Tony uses different shaped iron heads to create a
knobbly, woody surface. He then uses clear wax to
seal the tree structure to the support.

See more of Tony’s striking work at
https://tonygdobson.wordpress.com

He attaches individual pieces of string to the
background to create the branches of the tree and
finally, he twists together multiple pieces of string
for the roots.

Canaletto: Celebrating Britain
reviewed by Lottie Adcock

see the process of the artist. The detail
captured in these sketches, not only of
the architecture but the movement of
people and the water, make them true
masterpieces in and of themselves.
After these initial canvases, the
exhibition moves onto Canaletto’s
scenes of Britain. A passage of text
informs me of Canaletto’s journey
to Britain and the contemporary
attitudes to patriotism that he so
magnificently captures in his works.
The first work in this section is
A View of Greenwich From the River,
reportedly copied from Jacques
Riguad’s Prospect of Greenwich Hospital
From the River (1736) and was painted
before Canaletto journeyed here
himself. Although it is a beautiful
scene it appears to be much more
Italian than British as surely so
glorious a sight could never exist on
our shores! It is certainly true that
Canaletto has utilised his old tricks
of manipulation and beautification
to produce this masterpiece and it
showcases his talents magnificently.
Although Venice has hardly changed
since the 18th century, Britain’s
landscape has altered dramatically,
making Canaletto’s images a true
historical record. Nowhere is this
more evident than in Canaletto’s
The Grand Walk,Vauxhall Gardens

(c.1751), an image which truly
captures a time gone by, Fig. 2. The
wonderful pavilions are shown in all
their architectural glory, whilst the
animated figures and beaming sun
breathes life into the painting. I can
almost hear the conversations of the
grand ladies as they take their stroll
and, standing in front of this canvas,
I feel as though I could step through
the frame and join the hustle and
bustle of the gardens.
In the next room the exhibition
takes a slightly more architectural
turn, focusing on Canaletto’s
paintings which capture the skill of
Britain’s great engineers and builders.
In his A view of Walton Bridge
(c.1751) Canaletto details this great
engineering feat, paying homage to
the creativity of the men who built
it, see Fig. 3. The gloomy sky lends
an almost godly light to the bridge
below which, being rendered in pure
white, shines from the canvas and
dominates the painting. This bridge
contained the highest arch in Europe
and was celebrated for its technical
ingenuity before its collapse in 1783.
This unusually dramatic scene from
the master painter captured a great,
if brief, achievement in the industrial
heritage of Britain.
Turning around I am astounded
by the giant panorama of Georgian
London which dominates the
opposite wall. Hung side-by-side
Canaletto’s gigantic canvases –
London: The Thames from Somerset
House Terrace Towards the City
(c.1750–51) and London: The Thames
from Somerset House Terrace Towards
Westminster (c. 1750–51) create an
awe inspiring view of the entire city,
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. They are
stunning! The almost clear blue sky
with small wisps of cloud mirrored
by the deep blue of the Thames, with
only a thread of terracotta between
the two, are unlike any other views

Figure 3. Canaletto, A View of Walton bridge,
(c. 1751) oil on canvas, Dulwich Picture Gallery

Figure 4. Canaletto, London: The Thames from
Somerset House Terrace Towards the City,
(c. 1750 – 51) oil on canvas, Royal Collection Trust

Opposite: Figure 1. Canaletto, Self Portrait with
St Paul’s in the Background, (c. 1746)
Oil on canvas, (Anglesey Abbey, The Fairhaven
Collection, National Trust)

Compton Verney, 14 March – 7 June 2015
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n 1746 the great Venetian view
painter, Giovanni Antonio
Canal (or Canaletto as he is
more commonly known) came to
Britain. During his nine year stay
he documented the development
and expansion of architecture and
engineering throughout the country,
and this exhibition aims to show
how his work contributed to the
contemporary sense of patriotism.
The first picture I come across
is a self-portrait of the great man
himself shown in Fig. 1. With his
canvas and paint strewn in front of
him he is beckoning towards the
view of St. Paul’s Cathedral in the
background. This image perfectly
illustrates what this exhibition entails:
views of Britain through the eyes of
this greatly skilled Italian master.
The collection actually starts with
scenes of Canaletto’s native Venice.
In their grandiose baroque frames
the canvases show the precision
and attention to detail which made
Canaletto’s views so captivating.
From them I get a real sense of why
these images were so sought after by
the British tourists who visited Italy in
the 18th century. What is even more
intriguing about these views is that
they have been placed next to their
original drawings, making it easy to

Figure 2. Canaletto, The Grand Walk, Vauxhall
Gardens, (c. 1751) oil on canvas, Compton Verney
collections

More information of events at Compton Verney
can be found at
www.comptonverney.org.uk

Figure 6. Canaletto, The Old Horse Guards from St
James Park (1749) oil on canvas, The Andrew Lloyd
Webber Foundation

Figure 7. Canaletto, The New Horse Guards
from St James Park (1752 – 53) oil on canvas,
private collection

.
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Figure 5. Canaletto, London: The Thames from
Somerset House Terrace Towards Westminister,
(c. 1750 – 51) oil on canvas, Royal Collection Trust

tragic events of the 20th century that
altered it so dramatically.
Speaking of Canaletto’s work as
a historical record, we enter the third
room and come across Canaletto’s
two scenes of the Royal Horse
Guards. The Old Horse Guards from St
James Park (1749) and The New Horse
Guards from St James Park (1752–53),
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, demonstrate
how vital Canaletto’s work is when
piecing together the architectural
history of Britain. These two works
perfectly show the view of the Horse
Guards both before and after the
demolition and construction of a new
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of London I have ever seen. Getting
closer to the canvas I find the detail
is extraordinary and spend a few
minutes identifying the well-known
monuments – St. Paul’s, Westminster
Abbey, Westminster Bridge, all
beautifully placed amongst the melée
of the city. Along the banks of the
river people stroll, taking in the sights
of the crowded boats leisurely drifting
in the water, giving an overall sense
of peace and tranquility – something
I doubt many people could say of
London nowadays! This scene is truly
glorious and it acts as a perfect record
of the skyline of London before the

office of works. Painted from the same
viewpoint these works, completed
only three years apart, show how
dramatically the landscape of Britain
changed in the 18th century and
therefore provide a fascinating insight
into the lives of people at the time.
The exhibition continues
with the work of Canaletto’s
contemporaries who were inspired to
continue painting in this style, with
William Marlow and Samuel Scott
featuring most heavily. However
before leaving I stumble across a
true treasure on the left-hand wall,
Canaletto’s sketch View in Warwick,
with St Mary’s Church and a Woman
and Child Pausing at a Shop (c.1748).
This tiny image perfectly captures
Warwick’s busy streets which remain
surprisingly unchanged, providing
an insight into how our county
captivated the famous master just as
much as the grand sights of London.
It is a shame that more of Canaletto’s
views of Warwick and Kenilworth
are not displayed in this exhibition,
as this hidden gem shows just how
fascinating it is to examine the streets
in which we live from a 18th century
perspective.
The publication Celebrating
Britain: Canaletto, Hogarth and
Patriotism edited by Steven Parissien
has been produced to accompany the
exhibition. From 9th May–21st June
Canaletto’s masterpiece A Regatta
on the Grand Canal, on loan from
the National Gallery, will also be
exhibited at Compton Verney.

Recording Britain
reviewed by Lottie Adcock

Below: Figure 1. Karl Hagedorn,
Stonemason’s Yard, Bakewell, Derbyshire (1940)
pen and ink watercolour (V&A)

Herbert Art Gallery & Museum
30 January – 26 April 2015
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n the winter of 1939, at the
insistence of Sir Kenneth Clark,
an extraordinary documentary
project was begun. Facing the realities
of impending war, the Scheme for
Recording the Changing Face of Britain
commissioned artists to record
the places in Britain under threat
from expansion, industrialisation
or the effects of war. The resulting
1,500 paintings are now held by
the Victoria and Albert Museum in
London. These works were loaned
to the Herbert Gallery, alongside
contemporary works added to the
collection in 2007, some of which
are displayed here.
“Clark envisaged four categories of
subject matter:
a. Fine tracts of landscape which
are likely to be spoiled by 		
building developments or 		
factories…
b. Towns and villages where old 		
buildings are about to be pulled
down…
c. Parish churches…
d. Country houses and their parks.”
(Extract from Recording Britain,
edited by Gill Saunders).
It is quite impossible to explain
the feeling that overcame me as I
stepped through the automatic door
and into the exhibition at the Herbert
Gallery in Coventry. I was at once
confronted with a large body of work
which was quite overwhelming, and
yet it was presented in a cool and
open space which created a sense of
accessibility. The Recording Britain
exhibition is truly enormous. When
Clark set out his proposals to capture
every aspect of British architecture
he certainly succeeded, with picture
upon picture of churches, houses and

Right: Figure 2. Barbara Jones Savage’s Yard,
Kings Lynn, Norfolk (1942) watercolour (V&A)

villages now lost to time.
There are the traditional images
one would expect. Karl Hagedorn’s
Stonemason’s Yard, Bakewell,
Derbyshire (1940), Fig.1, seems to
perfectly represent the various aspects
of British heritage. The piles of wood
and stone showcase the traditional
trades, whilst the tin church shows
some of the great traditions in these
small villages. In the background
the great architecture of the city
dominates the skyline, reminding
me of the true beauty of Britain.
This collection also displays the
more quirky side of British culture.
Savage’s Yard, Kings Lynn, Norfolk
(1942) by Barbara Jones, Fig. 2,
displays the beautiful work of a local
craftsman in an unusual and unique
trade. The images of the traditional,
domestic, chocolate-box villages hang
alongside those of great industrial
cities. The everyday rural life shown
in Louise Puller’s King Athelstan’s
Palace and Stables (Now Cottages),
Malmesbury, Wiltshire (1942), Fig.
3, contradicts and compliments the

grandiose Melford Hall, Long Melford,
Suffolk (1940) by S.R. Badmin, Fig.
4, showing how every aspect of life
in Britain was considered important
enough to be preserved in this
project.
Photographs and artwork
from modern day artists accompany
these historical documents and act
as an interesting comparison of the
attitudes of then and now. I am
particularly captivated by Richard
Long’s A Six Hour Run from Dartmoor
to Exmoor (1973), whose simple
beauty and elegant logic entices
me to stare at this single line for a
long period of time. This exhibition
comes across as a random collection
of images, and the display style
reflects this: pictures of a picturesque
fishing village are placed alongside
the interior of a pub adjacent to a

Below: Figure 3. Louise Puller King Athelstan’s
Palace and Stables (Now Cottages) Malmesbury,
Wiltshire, (1942) watercolour, V&A.
Left: Figure 6. Ernest Townsend The New Order in
Europe, Bombed Coventry, Nov 1940 (1940 – 44)
Below: Figure 5.
Edward Cox Butcher Row (1918)
Bottom left: Figure 4. S. R. Badmin,
Melford Hall, Long Melford, Suffolk (1940)
pen and ink and wash, V&A.

for the city of Coventry. I stop to
admire the old cathedral and wander
briefly around the remaining cobbled
streets of Bayley Lane. I reflect that,
had it not been for the attack by
five hundred and fifteen German
bombers on the 14th November 1940,
Coventry would still be a beautiful
Medieval town en par with Stratford
or Warwick.
Recording Britain (2011), edited
by Gill Saunders, has been published
by the V&A to accompany the
collection.

.

For more information email
rosie.addenbrooke@culturecoventry.com
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suited to the modern day StratfordUpon-Avon or Warwick. Butcher Row
painted in 1918 by Edward Cox and
shown in Fig. 5, shows the medieval
timber framed buildings and cobbled
streets of Coventry in the early 20th
century. Images of the old cathedral
feature heavily here, the 3 spires
punctuating the skyline in picture
after picture. The last painting,
hanging by the exit, finally reminds
us of why these scenes are no longer
visible today. Ernest Townsend’s
The New Order in Europe, Bombed
Coventry, Nov 1940 (1940 –44) shows
the destruction of war. The sense of
confusion and the billowing smoke
depicts the true effects of world war
in the 20th century, see Fig. 6. This
potent reminder of Coventry’s ordeal
effectively transcribes to the rest of
this exhibition. The only reason these
images exist was due to one man’s
determination to record the history
of Britain, even if it was impossible
to preserve it from the destruction of
war. Leaving the Herbert I am filled
with a new sense of appreciation

Reviews

country house park – walking around
this exhibition you are never quite
sure what you will discover next.
However, I quite like this sense of
anticipation as it reflects the purpose
of the project; that nothing was too
large or too small to be included.
The lack of clear instruction or order
in the original scheme has created
a diverse body of artwork which
captures the beautiful and the bizarre,
and indirectly therefore provides the
perfect record of Britain.
The aspect that makes this
exhibition truly unique comes at the
end where a separate space labeled
‘Recording Coventry’ exhibits
paintings belonging to the Herbert
Gallery, which represent the toll of
war on the city itself. Twenty-three
images show the beauty of Coventry
and the surrounding countryside
before the destruction of World
War ii. Little Butcher’s Row (before
1936) by Florence Weston, handily
labeled ‘now Trinity Street’, shows
a beautiful gaggle of buildings on a
winding street that seems much more

LSA members John Devane, Alan Dyer, Mo Enright,
Mandy Havers, Clive Richards and John Yeadon
were amongst the 52 exhibitors in this drawing
prize exhibition. Here organiser Jonathan Waller
provides some background to the competition.

John Devane Aaron
Oil-dry brush on paper 80 x 70cm

Clive Richards Drilling Machine
Watercolour airbrush
on illustration board
60 x 50cm

Coventry University
Drawing Prize 2015
by Jonathan Waller

The Lewis Gallery at Rugby School, 13 – 25 March
and the Atkins Building, Hinckley, 15 April – 7 May 2015
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are equally
embraced, so this
year three-dimensional
works and films were included along
with complex engineering illustrations
and graphic designs.
The 2015 awards included cash
prizes, residencies and solo or joint
exhibiting opportunities. The student
winners were Bethany Dartnell,
Teodor Georgiev, Charlotte Pattinson
and Zivile Steniukynaite. Joint staff
winners were LSA member Mandy
Havers and Andrea Hannon.
I’d like to thank our many
exhibitors, sponsors, helpers, selection
panelists and our award judges who
have made this annual celebration
of drawing the great success it has
become.

John Yeadon Pollarded Tree 3
Acrylic, spray paint, conté and pencil on paper 70 x 50cm

rawing has always been a
vital ingredient to the creative
processes encouraged and
developed in the Coventry School
of Art & Design since it was
established in 1843. To promote and
celebrate this diverse and exciting
activity the Coventry University
drawing competition was started
six years ago, modelled on the
Cheltenham Drawing Prize, which
later became the prestigious Jerwood
Drawing Prize.
The Brighton based art supplier,
Seawhite, was our first sponsor, others
have followed and our first venue was
the Lewis Gallery at Rugby School.
The competition has since
gone from strength to strength, the
eligibility now expanded beyond
current students and tutors to include
alumni and former staff from up
and down the country. The scale and
themes exhibited are many and varied,
from landscapes and portraiture
to works of vivid imagination and
invention. Non-traditional approaches

.

Below: Untitled Charlotte Pattinson
Metal shelf and brackets, monoprints on paper,
cotton, leather, copper wire 12.7 x 111.7cm
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Mandy Havers Lifeline
Ink and pencil on paper 70 x 50cm

W

Cheuk Man Li
Beata Jablonska
Jill Journeaux
Constantin Malmare
Angela Maloney
Lisa McKenna
Emilia Moniszko
Yadgar Nassradin
Theresa Pateman
Charlotte Pattinson
Jo Perry
Ioana Popa
Annette Pugh
Clive Richards
Ryan Sehmar
Jennifer Shufflebotham
Richard Smyth
Zivile Steniukynaite
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Right: Jonathan Waller Head Study
Charcoal on Paper 100 x 70cm
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Englandia: the paintings
of John Yeadon by
Nick Smale

Gallery 150
20 January – 8 February 2015
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Below: Tommy (the Suitcase Act) (2011)
Acrylic/canvas 105 x 80cm

T

he way a past is brought back
to life, so past and present may
co-exist, is vividly achieved
in John Yeadon’s painting Suitcase
Act,1 one of many portraits and
landscapes exhibited prior to the
closure of Gallery 150 earlier this
year. The painting is a portrait of
Tommy,2 a ventriloquist’s dummy,
owned by the artist but originally the
property of Helen Yeadon, an amateur
ventriloquist and Yeadon’s mother.
Yeadon’s uncle, Maurice Howarth,
also a ventriloquist (and magician)
is the last in the line of a family of
ventriloquists, of which the most
celebrated was ‘Madame Langley
Lady Ventriloquist’ who “toured the
music hall stage for twelve years,
playing at the London Coliseum
and the Moss Empire theatre
circuit as second on the bill from
1911.” Madame Langley had several
dummies, two of which, Johnny
Green and Annie, are featured in the
exhibition.3
Tommy is one of the
ventriloquist’s ‘naughty boys’ who
mischievously interrupts and mocks:
he’s cocky, impudent, disruptive and
even subversive. With his large, wideopen eyes and fixed grin he has the air
of a fun-loving innocent, but he’s also
irrepressible and irreverent; once out
of the suitcase there’s going to be fun
but also trouble.
Yeadon writes that Tommy is
“…less malignant and tyrannical
than Mr Punch or Ubu, more Pucklike” and is related to that other
world, which has been characterised
by Bakhtin as a “second world…a
second-life outside officialdom”4
– the world of carnival, a world
turned upside down – when for a few
days each year lawlessness prevails,
comedy is liberty; a non-official time
of “anti-dogma, anti-protocol, antiserious spectacle”. The ‘Drunken Jolly
Jack’, the carnival’s ‘Lord of Misrule’,
is represented in the exhibition by
Yeadon’s painting entitled Jolly Jack
Tar. Yeadon writes that such fools
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Helen Yeadon, John's mother, repremands Johnny Green,
Helen's mother's dummy

… The ventriloquist’s doll is a fake
human being, it is a fraud, it is
artifice, like a three-dimensional
caricature or cartoon that comes
alive.” The life that they have as
paintings, staring back at us from
the walls, is achieved by Yeadon’s
skill as a painter. It would be wholly
ineffectual to paint them as if they
were portraits of real people with the
nuances and subtleties of individual
features, gradations of colour and
tone. But at the same time the heads
must come alive on the canvas and
this requires a skill, subtle in its
own way, intelligently applied to
make the paint articulate form and
lively character. The boldness and
directness of the stare must be spot
on – to carry a punch and to carry
the in-your-face look that’s difficult
to avoid and slightly unnerving;
the stare-down that provokes and
challenges, that evokes an almost
visceral response. The message they
project so well needs no explanation
or description; it’s understood, felt.
It does not need to be spelt out – the
faces are memorable and stick in your
head. Yeadon refers to ventriloquists’
dummies and dolls (dolls are also
talked to as if human) as “totemic
ancestral familiars”, and in them he
seems to be exploring, imaginatively
and intuitively, aspects of their
personality and a range of expression
that reflects imaginary dialogues

Left: John Yeadon in his studio
Below: Josephine Langley top of the bill

“are more than social critics, they
are purveyors of free speech. The
fool knows the truth as he is a social
outcast.”
To focus solely on the
conceptual aspects of Yeadon’s work
would be to overlook the quality of
his paintings as paintings: the skill,
imaginative flair, verve, panache –
éclat with which they are painted.
There are some twenty-nine in all.
Executed over a period of four to
five years, these portraits, together
with three larger paintings, Jolly
Jack Tar, Laughing Sailor and Sydney
Knows, stand as a testament to
Yeadon’s devotion and affection for
the characters he has brought to life.
Part personal history, part conceptual,
they may be seen as an exploration
and recovery of an important aspect
of his family history; the shoes that
Tommy wears are the shoes Yeadon
wore as a boy. He has painted their
scuffed soles, not scuffed by Tommy
but by Yeadon himself. However,
without this foreknowledge, the
painting implies that Tommy has been
secretly going for walks! Conceptually
the portraits represent an aspect of
our culture, of Englandia, defined in
the Oxford English dictionary as “a
humorous fictionalised, metaphorical
concept of England and Englishness.”
This family of ventriloquist
dummies is, Yeadon writes, “in
between autobiography and fiction

Right: Hero (2011)
Acrylic/canvas 40.7 x 30.5cm
Below right: When Did You Last See Your Father
(2014) Acrylic/canvas

the dummy and the
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ventriloquist. In doing so he brings
them more fully into the present; he
gives them new life.
In as much as these heads are
successful as paintings, in that they
do what they were intended to do,
forcefully and economically (see
the head of Hero, painted with great
simplicity) they need no explanatory
text; they fulfil the role of the ‘all
licensed’ critic, the spirit of carnival.
What if Tommy were real, not a
fiction, not a fake human being, an
artifice? He would probably be the
naughty boy of the family, indulged
perhaps, patronised probably, a figure
of fun, side-lined and marginalised
certainly. He might play up to the
image or role projected on him, as a
clown, a joker, but at the risk of not
being taken seriously. The real life
‘Tommy’ would remain the perpetual
naughty boy who never grows up, a
comic character, a clown, a fool, who
always hankers after being recognised
as a serious actor. Perhaps there was
something of this in the comedians,
Tony Hancock and Kenneth Williams.
Clive James, the wise-cracking court
jester, confessed that he would always
be characterised as such, and that his
reputation as a poet would suffer as a
consequence.
The second part of the
exhibition, the landscapes, are more
readily identified with the theme of

Englandia. As Yeadon pointed out
in his talk, Reflections on National
Identity, they are like views of the
countryside briefly seen as from
the window of a train: images of a
curving road, a railway track, golf
course, cricket pitch, wind turbines
and electricity pylons. The sequence
of small pictures, uniform in size, and
hung at regular intervals, are little
windows on landscape. These are
not paintings that the viewer might
linger over for long. This is not to
imply any deficiency. On the contrary
there is still that intelligent eye at
work that picks out the main features
of the landscapes and also the skill

Left: Laughing Sailor 1 (2011)
Acrylic/canvas 105 x 80cm
Below left: Jolly Jack Tar (detail) (2011)
Acrylic/canvas 105 x 80cm
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that translates them into paint. But
the paintings are there, primarily,
I feel, to illustrate the theme of
the exhibition and the various
ways the countryside has become
urbanised and industrialised; to
bring to our attention the extent to
which our ‘precious’ countryside
has changed, become artificial, not
‘natural’ or ‘real’. And of course, we
do not get from these paintings the
detail, the richness of form, texture
and incident that captures our
imagination in the way a painting
by John Constable (1776–1837)
would, a vision of the countryside
that might be absorbed over time,

returned to again and again for the
pleasure it gives; we conjure in the
mind’s eye a countryside different
from what it really is, we prefer to
idealise it. Yeadon could have painted
an electricity pylon or wind turbine
in the middle of the cornfield in
Constable’s Vale of Denham. It would
have made the point explicitly enough
to obviate the need to say more, but
it might have deprived Yeadon the
pleasure of painting the Lancashire
landscape he had known as a boy,
seeing and recording how, and by how
much, it had changed.
Artists, writers and composers
have been in part responsible for
the creation and the perpetuation
of myths that influence the way we
see and interpret the landscape.
Constable lived most of his life
before the advent of railways, long
before the rampant industrialisation
of later decades. The only industrial
structure he painted was the canal at
Flatford Mill, where it seems to be a
natural feature of the early nineteenth
century rural landscape. He makes
no reference to the enclosures of
common land, parcelled off to
private ownership, which deprived
ordinary country folk of pasture for
their animals, nor does he record the
economic plight of farm labourers.
In the long poem, The Lament of
Swordy Well, John Clare, the so-called
‘peasant poet’, bitterly condemned
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Top left: One Turbine (2013)
Acrylic/canvas 40.7 x 30.5cm
Top right: Field (2013)
Acrylic/canvas 40.7 x 30.5cm
Above: Landscape with Pylon (2013)
Acrylic/canvas 40.7 x 30.5cm

the changes that resulted from
enclosure of land around his own
Northamptonshire village of Helpston
in 1807. Constable’s landscapes have
become for many the epitome of
English landscape, but we should
remember that in his day Constable
was seen as a revolutionary. His
landscapes did not conform to
the idealised vision of the English
countryside depicted by landscape
painters of the eighteenth and early
nineteenth century, painters who
drew inspiration from the classical
paintings of Claude Lorraine
(1600–82). English landscapes were
redesigned and engineered on a grand
scale at great expense and effort in
order to construct an ideal that was
aesthetically pleasing to the eye but
entirely artificial.
These conceptions of English
landscape fed into our idea of
Englishness. In the early seventeenth
century Shakespeare was perhaps
echoing a common perception
of what it was to be English and
what was special about England. In
Henry V, the King exhorts his troops:
“On, on, you noblest English…and
you good yeomen whose limbs were
made in England, show us here the
mettle of your pasture; let us swear
you are worth your breeding: which
I doubt not.”5 The sense of England
and Englishness as particular and
special, blessed even, was given vivid
expression in Richard 11: “…this
scepter’d isle, This earth of majesty,
this seat of mars, This other Eden,
demi-paradise…This happy breed of
men, this little world, This precious
stone set in a silver sea…This
blessed plot, this earth, this realm,
this England.”6 We can hear perhaps
echoes of Shakespeare’s words four
hundred years later in the speeches of
Winston Churchill, speeches crafted
to lift the spirits of the English and
British at home and abroad in the
conflict with Nazi Germany. In
nineteenth century Germany the
concept of ‘blood and soil’ become
identified with what it was to be
German and later with the Nazi ideal
of the pure Aryan ‘master race’.
But here I am, as I now realise,
writing about Englandia and national
identity and not about Yeadon’s
landscape paintings. Yeadon’s
exhibitions always lead to debate, and
on this occasion it was possible to
follow up the exhibition by attending

his talk entitled Reflections on National
Identity at the Herbert Art Gallery in
Coventry. Art for art’s sake is not for
Yeadon. Art is more than this. His art
is one that provokes and challenges.
It has a conceptual edge. The art
work, always sensual, does not forget
itself. As he wrote recently, “What was
theory was theory, what was painting
was painting.”7 We might add, concept
is concept, painting is painting (To
spell a thing out, to explain it, is not
always or necessarily the best way
to get a message across. There is
something to be said for indirectness,
obliqueness, a concept can be deeply
embedded, an integral part, implicit
in a work of art – the image speaks.
The concept within a painting may
be discovered, deciphered and
interpreted over a period of time and
in so doing the viewer takes possession
of it – finders keepers). So let us see
Yeadon as a gifted artist, whose best
work is always intensely visual, more
than illustration. Yeadon is an artist
who is fiercely individual, with a
strong social and political awareness.
His art is not just to give pleasure, but
to expose common preconceptions
and prejudices; an art that is uniquely
able to make us think and question,
and in making lasting, powerful,
memorable images, an art, whether
he likes it or not, that is ‘beautiful’, in
the sense that everything that we find
desirable and of value, beneficial to
the continuation of life, for want of a
better word, is beautiful, to our eyes.
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1. Suitcase Act is a homage to Velázquez’s,
Portrait of Sebastián de Morra, a dwarf and jester
at the court of Philip IV of Spain.
2. ‘Tommy’ was made for Davenport’s Magic
Shop by Leonard Insull in the 1940s.
3. Later in her career, Madame Langley
performed a turn called the ‘Suitcase Act’ with
her dummy, ‘Johnny’ (Green).
4. Mikhail Bakhtin, 1965, Rabelais and his World.
5. William Shakespeare, King Henry V,
Act 111, Scene 1. King Henry to soldiers before
Harfleur.
6. William Shakespeare, Richard II, Act 11,
Scene 1. John of Gaunt to the Duke of York.
7. John Yeadon, 2015. ArtSpace, no 41. Alan Dyer
at 70. p.16.
Other quotations not attributed above are
by John Yeadon, 2015, from A Family of
Ventriloquists.

Top left: Peep Board (2013)
Acrylic/canvas 40.7 x 30.5cm
Top right: Meanwhile – Duckhouse (2013)
Acrylic/canvas 40.7 x 30.5cm
Above: Eastbourne Pier (2013)
Acrylic/canvas 40.7 x 30.5mm

See more of this artist’s work at:
www.johnyeadon.com
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The art of Mark Tilley
by Dave Phillips
Below: Figure 1. Veracity (1996)
cold worked steel: wax polish
H190 x W95 x D85cm
Right: Figure 2.
Lady Scurrying (1998)
4mm steel, hot forged and
galvanized, height 180cm
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H

ere is an artist, a loyal LSA
member of many years, who
once went to the elite Navel
College, Dartmouth, and spent his
working professional life of forty years
in navel engineering. But he had a
secret lurking in the background,
which both in terms of material and
character was steel. For years and
years he resolutely attended evening
classes in art. This might seem
inauspicious but one has only to look
at his work to see how much he learnt
and how he channelled his talent to
identify with materials and processes.
At the end of his professional career
he became an art student at Coventry
School of Art (BA Hons and MA with
Merit), which allowed him free scope
to extend his creative vocabulary,
with processing, marking, cutting,
grinding, forging, fitting, welding,
galvanising and polishing a variety
of metals. No, his work is not easy to
forget: they are startling and arresting,
and continue, as in his current work,
to take your breath away in their
audacity.
Take Veracity (Fig. 1) as an
example of the huge figures,
8 feet high, larger than life, where
hammered metal is clearly evident,
fabricated by the sweat of the brow,
with shades of the village blacksmith
looming. His concern with the
spherical makes his work, even
now, so different, so contemporary.
His determination to use thin
sheets of mild steel, worked hot and
transformed into ‘flesh’, gives his
pieces a distinctive quality. The
round buttock, the sagging stomach,
the swelling breast have come about
by his mastery of the rounded form,
which takes his oeuvre into the
region of the gargantuan, explored by
Jenny Saville and Lucian Freud. He is

Figure 5.
The Little Horse In My Green Suit (2005)
Charcoal and Crayon,
H 70cm, W 89cm

Figure 4.
Sea Wife (2014) Life-size in Copper,
L 160cm, W 55cm, D 60cm

is still searching for different and
innovative forms. This is to be found,
and appropriately so, considering
his nautical background in Sea Wife
(Fig. 4), his notion of the mythical
mermaids of the sea. She is presented
as rotund, sensual, larger than life
not as a siren on a cliff edge. Mark
himself states that this concept
is “designed strictly within the
principles of naval architecture:
buoyancy, stability, propulsion and
resistance.” This would seem to be the
way forward, for his sculptural work is
supported by a plethora of drawings,
where he explores his experiences
of the sea and the huge part it plays
in geographical and geological
formations.
In addition to that, his Green
Water drawings record his vast
knowledge of the sea, and how it
has played such an enormous part
in his life. These drawings record
his saturation over the years in the
sea with small boats. A sense of fun

is conveyed, “Boats leaked, sails
ripped – we enjoyed it and survived.”
He draws with charcoal on used
navigational charts, and develops
them in a series of layers, allowing
chance to have its voice. As well as
this, many of his drawings exude an
impish humour as in The Little Horse
in My Green Suit (Fig. 5).
In conclusion, one can see
that Mark’s work is huge in scale,
magnificent in achievement, varied
in character, and purposeful in
ideas. His career has been long
and distinguished. Even now he
is bursting with ideas. His oeuvre
consists of larger than life size figures,
ceramic heads, torsos and drawings.
His art does not contain the halftruth, hesitant statement or fudged
intent, but has the vision of making
the ordinary heroic.
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Left: Figure 3.
Canal Children (1999) 4mm steel, hot forged and
galvanized, H 120cm, W 200cm, D 140cm
H 100cm, W 140cm, D 100cm
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their three-dimensional master.
Another question which
emerges is the topical question of
obesity. Here the figure, in spite of
this, seems proportionately jaunty,
energised and balanced. Yet there is
a hint of vulnerability, as if at any
moment the figure could collapse
into an immoveable heap. So while
giving majesty to size in his sculpture,
Mark manages to hint at the intrinsic
danger of grossness. There are no
smooth surfaces as in marble, no
density of matter as in bronze, but
pieces of thin steel that have been
shaped to create figures that seem
oddly humble. There is nothing
pretentious in his approach, for he has
married the materials to the form and
the concept.
Often he seems concerned with
the movement of forms in space, as
was Boccioni; prime examples are
seen in his work Lady Scurrying
(Fig. 2). This could be any middle
aged woman, complete with basket
and bonnet, wrapped up well,
hurrying on her way to the shops or
family. Mark has given her presence
reassurance, battling against the
elements, as we too go about our daily
business. The figure is made of 4mm
steel, hot forged and galvanised, and
forms part of his public art, along the
Coventry canal, with Canal Children
(Fig. 3). Here the figures twist and
turn, and there is a wildness which
catches the antics of children as they
play, bringing a certain vitality to our
looking.
In keeping with this work
one can see that his imagination

The Non-Conformists:
Martin Parr’s photographs
reviewed by Lottie Adcock

Compton Verney 14 March – 7 June 2015

Below: Figure 1. Auction of Harvest produce
Pecket Well Methodist Chapel (1975–1980)
Calderdale
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his exhibition begins with
extracts of text provided by
Susie Parr, Martin’s wife,
documenting their move to Hebden
Bridge in Yorkshire and explaining the
purpose of the exhibition as a means
of documenting the unusual lives of
the locals. Susie guides us around
the exhibits, providing stories and
anecdotes about how the photos were
taken and what they represent – a
nice personal touch which reminds us

of the intimate nature of these images.
The collection, all taken between
1975 and 1980, shows the traditional
way of life for these villagers and
the ever encroaching threats of
modernisation and industrialisation.
‘Non-Conformists’ are a fiercely
independent religious community
who do not follow the Church of
England. The unique concept at the
heart of the village of Hebden Bridge
gave Parr an amazing opportunity to

document a different way of life which
was soon to come to an end.
Parr’s pictures perfectly capture
the everyday lives of the people
he photographs. From Auction of
Harvest Produce (1975–1980), to the
beautiful Wedding, Crimsworth Dean
Methodist Chapel (1975–1980), he
captures both the quirky and the
traditional aspects of this community,
see Figs. 1 and 2. In Anniversary Tea
(1975–1980), shown in Fig. 3, Parr
shows how this traditional way of
life centred around the church and
helped to bring people together,
creating a sense of community
that has unfortunately been lost in
modern times. These photos provide a
positive and uplifting snapshot of this
unique way of life, however I cannot
help feeling an overwhelming sense
of melancholy and loss that these
communities have become a victim of
our new internet age. This is no more
apparent than in Redman’s Weaving
Shed, Scarbottom (1975–1980), Fig.
4, where tired and bored women sit
in front of their looms waiting for
work. The decline of these traditions
during the industrialisation of Britain
in the 1980s is beautifully captured
by Parr in an uplifting and sometimes
comedic way which preserves their
memory for future generations.
The publication Non-Conformists
by Martin Parr contains all images
from the exhibition along with notes
from the artist.

.

Further information can be found at
www.comptonverney.org.uk

Below left: Figure 2. Wedding, Crimsworth Dean
Methodist Chapel. Calderdale. (1975–1980)
Below middle: Figure 3. Anniversary Tea.
Boulderclough Methodist chapel. Calderdale.
(1975–1980)
Below: Figure 4. Redman’s weaving shed
Scarbottom. Calderdale (1975–1980)

The art work of children
from St Peter’s Primary School
Leamington Spa by
Hazel Shaw
Sensational Clay
Leamington Spa Art Gallery and Museum
6 March – 4 May 2015

M

uch emphasis now in
teaching/learning is placed
on literacy, numeracy,
scientific understanding and
technology, so it is heartening to know
that there is also work going on in
schools which incorporates all of these
aspects, but places emphasis on art
and visual awareness. A recent project
at St Peter’s Catholic Primary School,
in Leamington Spa, involved children
making new links with Leamington
Spa Art Gallery and Museum.
The school and the Art Gallery are
situated just a short distance from
each other and the children were
encouraged to feel, “that the gallery
belongs to them and is a relevant, fun,
friendly place which is always worth
visiting.”

The theme for the project was
St Peter, the relevant link between
the gallery and the school. The
Leamington Spa Art Gallery owns
a significant painting of St Peter
by a follower of the artist Philipe
de Champaigne (1602–1674). This
painting was used as a starting
point and it opened up, “new visual
signposts about St Peter and the
character and ethos of the school.”
(See Figure 1).
The children, who made at
least three visits to the Art Gallery
over the course of the project, were
encouraged to work with a range
of media, both traditional and
contemporary: drawing, ceramics
and digital processes. For example, a
work entitled, We want responsibility
to be taken by all, by Turner-Prize
nominee (2006), Marc Titcher, used
words to communicate a message
or philosophy and made references
as diverse as Baroque architecture,
contemporary advertising and the
work of William Morris. The viewers,
in this case the children from
St Peter’s School, were encouraged
to think for themselves. The children
used ideas from Titcher’s work,
to create their own mural to hang
permanently in the main hallway at
St Peter’s School. The mural used
words, as did Marc Titcher’s work,
but in this instance, describing
St Peter and the values central to
the school’s ethos. (See Figure 2).
Each class of pupils produced
an altar work piece and had
opportunities to make clay sculpture.
The resulting art work has been on
display in the Art Gallery. A film
piece recording the whole process has
been produced and this has been the
subject of a blog linked to the Gallery
and St Peter’s School websites.

Such an exciting enterprise,
which will be replicated by other
schools, is a way of using the local
Art Gallery as an educational tool
which will bring delight and visual
knowledge to the children, their
families and teachers.

.

Above: Clay work by pupils of
St Peter’s School
Below: Figure 1. St. Peter by a follower of
Philipe de Champaigne (1602 –1674)
180 x 130cm Oil on canvas
(Leamington Spa Art Gallery and Museum)
Left: Figure 2. Tableau by pupils of
St Peter’s School
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Book reviews by
Dave Phillips
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Art in History by
Martin Kemp
Profile (2015)
232 pages, £8.99

T

his book is part of a series of
ideas in profile, and therefore
has its own rationale, differing
the author’s claims from the more
traditional art historical accounts of
the development of art in society.
He argues that “a work of art is
embedded in history,” at the same
time recognising that it possesses
aesthetic values. These values, though
not absolute in themselves, can
differ according to the period and
the intention of the artist. Not only
does he recognise that contemporary
art responds to the ideas of its era,
but eventually art takes on the
documentary value of history. Art is
therefore in history and cannot come
into existence outside it.

On this premise Kemp, a
renowned art historian, romps
through Western art history starting
with Greece and Rome, moving on to
the Middle Ages, the Renaissance and
‘progress’, followed on by academies,
connoisseurship, Romanticism,
modern life, new extremities and
something different, throwing into
the narrative new nuggets of insight
which thrill and surprise. There is
nothing stuffy about the text and
the cartoons supporting it are witty
and to the point, even if a little
crass sometimes, although there is a
touch of the Horrid Histories about
it. Some reviewers have suggested
that they could have been omitted
and the money spent on some colour
illustrations. The argument against
that is they are sufficient in quality to
support the points made, to the extent
that you have the inclination to go
and see the originals.

Law for artists by
BluTirohl
Routledge (2015)
201 pages, £23.99

T

here are some 25 amusing
illustrations by Chris Stephens
included which somewhat belie
the text, which is not exactly a bundle
of fun. Nor would one expect it to be.
The author does not attempt to define
the term ‘artist’, and one discovers
that the term extends in this context
to those who practise, perform, create,
and disseminate through a range of
media! Not only that, the text extends
to European and US law, and to top
it all, the author says “You must not
rely on this book as an alternative to
legal advice; if you have a particular
legal issue arising, or ongoing, you
must seek professional advice without
delay.” This last sentence will be music
to the ears of lawyers. So the question
remains why bother to read the book?
The short answer is that it
gives the reader, perhaps an artist,
an overview of how the law can
affect them, and points to several key
factors in any dealings which they
should be aware of. For example,
when you paint a picture or make any
work of art, it is important that you
understand the concept of intellectual
property. The tangible thing you have
made carries with it something else
that gives it value. It is intangible but
embedded in the creative work and
has a separate legal existence, and is
referred to as intellectual property.
It comes into existence only when

Picasso’s Animals by
Boris Friedewald
Prestel Verlag (2014)
143 pages, £14.99

I

.
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All three books reviewed are available
through the Leamington Library.
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t may come as a surprise to
many that Picasso (1881–1973),
considered as one of the greatest
artists of the 20th century, was
an animal lover with a vengeance.
Paloma, his daughter, said “We
had a menagerie in our house – my
father was like St. Francis of Assisi
– animals were unable to resist his
aura.” This book tells the tale of
Picasso’s love of animals. The range is
astonishing, to include cats and dogs,
as one might expect, but extends to
pigeons, monkeys, horses, owls, goats,
fish, doves and bulls, the latter two
especially in his childhood. All these
animals are represented in his imagery
and this book contextualises them.
There is a chapter for each animal,
with which he surrounded himself
during his lifetime, and his response
to them and that of his immediate

entourage. It is gossipy rather than
scholarly in tone, but offers insights
into the man, who once said, “We are
all more or less animals.” It is full of
animal antics and anecdotes.
The book is easy to hold and
handle. It has a cream cover and
green spine, with a distinctive Picasso
outline of an owl, with his eyes, which
intrigue, disturb and draw the reader
in. The paper is good quality and the
pictures included are historic, relevant
and delightful.
If one had to select one animal,
which seemed most important to
Picasso, it would have been dogs.
Throughout his life he was never
without one. He was brought up with
them, and Clipper, a mongrel, was
the first animal portrait he painted
at the age of thirteen, and his first
dog. His next dog was Gabo, again a
mongrel, with which he came to Paris.
After moving into the now famous
Bateau Lavoir in 1903, Frika, a large
crossbreed German Shepherd, joined
the family. Others were to follow
throughout his life, as he moved from
house to house: Clipper, Gat, Feo,
Elft, Kazbeck, Yan, Lump, Perro and
Kabul.
It is all rather fascinating,
especially if you love animals. One
needs a good, bright daytime light
in which to read this book, but it
is all very informative, tasteful and
delightful. Picasso emerges as a
genuine, if unsentimental lover of
animals, in all shapes and forms.

Book reviews

the idea contained in the work has
been reduced to tangible form. The
Berne Convention of 1886 outlined
the principles for its member state
signatories, and these were approved,
updated, and refined in 1995 by a
United Nations agency, the World
Intellectual Property Organisation
(WIPO).
What this book attempts to do
is to prevent the reader becoming
too entangled in the intricacies of
English law. Once the concept of
intellectual property is understood,
the reader is guided to the appropriate
section, where its applicability finds its
outcome in the notion of copyright,
which protects the expression of the
idea, not the idea itself. Copyright
usually lasts for the life of the artist
plus seventy years and is available,
irrespective of the artistic merit of
the work. There is no need to affix a
copyright sign but it may be useful,
and it is best to sign and date the work
too. If you paint a picture or make
a sculpture you are the person who
has first ownership of copyright. You
may assign your copyright by written
contract to someone else or bequeath
it in your will. You only, as copyright
owner, have the right to reproduce
your work, distribute it, issue copies
and sell it. Even then you retain the
copyright, even though the owner who
may have bought it from you can show
your work in an exhibition, without
your permission. This seems simple
and straightforward, but this book
makes it clear that once you become
involved in legal matters relating
to works of art you are entering a
labyrinth. The chapter titles give you
an indication of what is involved: The
Obscene and the Unseen; The Use and
Misuse of Information; Un-commissioned
Art; Tortious and Criminal Liability.
This book is not one to enter into
lightly but once you get stuck in, you
cannot but marvel at the intricacies
of the human mind, and the English
legal system.

Helen Brookes:
A Folly Garden
by Lottie Adcock
Right: Lemon Butterfly and Caterpillar (2014)
Ink and coloured pencil drawing with beads.
Framed 480 x 480mm
Below: Jewelled Butterfly (2014)
Ink & coloured pencil drawing with beads. Framed
320 x 270mm
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elen Brookes loves her garden
and so it is perhaps no surprise
that her collection is aptly
named Inspirations of a Folly Garden.
These drawings exquisitely capture
the beauty of nature and show a
true appreciation for the insects and
flowers which inhabit the 1760 folly
in which she lives. Inspired by the
botanical drawings and etchings of the
past, Helen creates something new
which appears on the surface to be
an in-depth study of nature, however
it is so much more. Rightfully
claiming that reproducing nature is

an impossible task, all Helen’s images
are inspired by it but created in her
imagination.
Even with their made-up names
I still can’t quite believe it. Helen’s
pictures are so amazingly detailed
and fabulously rendered that it seems
impossible that she conjured up these
images in her studio, after studying
the interactions between real creatures
and their plants whilst gardening
outside. Some of her drawings aim
to reflect a story – the caterpillar
who becomes a butterfly, or a bee
collecting pollen – whilst others focus

on the patterns and colours of nature.
These interpretations of nature
are nonetheless overwhelmingly
beautiful. Created almost entirely
from ink and pencil with only a hint
of colour, Helen’s images are
traditional whilst also being stylish,
meaning they fit perfectly in any
home. Some are enhanced with beads,
buttons or feathers, either stuck or
threaded onto the parchment paper,
adding another layer of detail to each
tiny creature.
Within five minutes it is clear to
me why Helen’s work is so popular.
Each image is individual, personal
and unique as Helen makes no prints
or copies of her work. Most of them
she also frames herself, adding to the
overall effect of the finished piece.
Helen’s work seems to capture a
magical world, one that seems soaked
in history and endless beauty. But
Helen knows this. When I ask her
more about the folly she simply replies
it is a secret place, the location of
which she does not intend to reveal
anytime soon; seeing the exquisite
work she creates there, I can see why.
If you would like to contact
Helen about her folly garden
designs, you can email her at
helen.brookes@live.co.uk
Helen has a permanent outlet at
The Lavender Basket, Shipston on
Stour and will be exhibiting at Art in
the Park summer 2015.

.

Far left: The Folly where Helen Brooke lives.
This is a copy of an original pastel drawing found in
the building, date unknown
Left: The Hungry Snail (2012)
Ink drawing 210 x 300mm

Art news miscellany by
Dave Phillips

This column brings selected art news
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auction for £102.6m on 12th May
2015 at Christie’s New York.

3. Incidentally, the 2013/14 overall
values of exports of art and cultural
items from the UK reached a new high
of £11.3bn, a rise of 7.6 per cent.
4. The Dulwich Picture Gallery,
the oldest public picture gallery of
1817 designed by Sir John Soane,
has raised the question of fakes, and
challenged the viewer to spot the
one put among the originals in the
collection. The fake was supplied
by the Chinese firm Melsheng Oil
Painting Manufacture Co Ltd, which
employs 150 professional artists to
copy whatever image is sent to them.
This is what they do but not for that
purpose normally. All that is needed
is a high resolution photograph of a

painting or whatever and a copy will
be made and sent to you. It costs of
course.
5. Since Wolf Hall TV series of Hilary
Mantel fame has been all the rage,
here is an interesting story of four
bronze angels, which were lost, stolen,
and found again. Made by Benedetto
da Rovezzano, a Florentine artist
working in England in the early
16th century, they were destined for
Cardinal Wolsey’s tomb, purloined
by Henry V111, as he had fallen out
of favour, lost in the Civil War in the
17th century, ended up in Harrowden
Hall, later becoming Wellingborough
Golf Club, Northamptonshire, where
they graced the entrance. Two of
them were stolen in 1988, auctioned
at Sotheby’s in 1994 for £12,000,
turned up a decade or so later in a
Paris antique shop, and now all four
are being bought by the V&A, which
regards them as part of our national
heritage, for £5m. How amazing is
that? As Hilary Mantel said “Their
recovery is one of the miracles which
historians pray for.”
6. It was daring of Lucy Hutchinson
to exhibit her work, I Sell the Shadow
to Save the Substance, relating to the
pioneer photographer Harry Wills
(1921–2011), for one night only, on
the 5th Febraury 2015, at the cutting
edge Althorpe Studios gallery. Wills
sought to collect a Carte-de-Visite,
from every commercial photography
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2. It seems we can thank Paul
Durand-Ruel for the modern art
market. He was avoiding the FrancoPrussian war in England in 1871, at
the age of 39, when he met Monet
and Pissarro, in London, doing the
same. Their work along with Renoir
and other Impressionists were not
selling. Durand-Ruel bought their
work and helped them financially.
In 1886 he went over to America
with thousands of paintings, and
sold, sold, and sold. The Americans
became hooked, and then the French
and the British, Impressionism was
saved from oblivion, and all became
rich. The National Gallery recently
showed 85 Impressionist works as a
tribute to Durand-Ruel, and it was a
fantastic show. But for him and the
artists concerned, who knows what
the history of art might have been,
for there is no certainty about its
development.

Art news

1. The following information might
just cheer up and give some hope
to artists, who are broke but still
working in our midst: Paul Gauguin’s
painting When Will You Marry?
painted in 1892, sold in February
2015 for £197m and became the most
expensive sale of a painting ever. He
endured his share of poverty and
financial struggle; Paul Cezanne’s
The Card Players sold in 2011 for
£158m; Francis Bacon’s Three Studies
of Lucian Freud sold in 2013 for
£89m; Edvard Munch’s The Scream
sold in May 2012 for £74m; Jackson
Pollock’s No. 5 sold in 2006 for £73m;
Pablo Picasso’s Nude, Green Leaves
and Bust sold for £65.5m.
Such sums indicate that art
has become a serious player in the
value systems which constitute the
cultural fabric of society. Even the
most humble artist can feel confident
now of some respect by his fellow
citizens, for who knows what the
future holds for their work too? So the
most abject artist may feel proud that
somewhere, sometime, his work like
those listed could possibly be worth
more than some people now think.
In any case, it might be the trigger
for a patron to take the plunge and
buy the work exhibited or auctioned!
And even a contemporary artist such
as Marlene Dumas, who exhibited
at Tate Modern until May 10, sold a
painting called The Visitor in 2008 for
6.3m dollars, now trumped by Cady
Noland’s Oozewald, selling in 2011
for 6.6m dollars! Pity Van Gogh who
sold only one painting, 125 years
ago, for the equivalent of 8 euros.
Never give up!
Even now records tumble,
when will it ever stop? Picasso’s work
Women of Algiers, 1955 being the
most expensive painting ever sold at

Figure 2. A photograph of the author in a
tableau awaiting transformation by Lucy
Hutchinson into a Carte-de-Visite (See item 6)

Right: Figure 1.
Lucy Hutchinson Carte-de-Visite
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Above: Figure 3. Sueli and Somoo Choksey
chose a different tableaux for their proposed
Carte-de-Visite and in Figure 4. (bottom right)
Jonathan and Suminder did likewise

studio operating in Birmingham
between c1854–1900. The result
was eleven albums purchased by
the Library of Birmingham from
his estate, after his death. Lucy has
studied these, during her residency
there, which was awarded by Turning
Point West Midlands, and used the
images to create a series of sets using
sculpture, painting and print-making,
with props. The results are tableaux
ranging from the upper class settings
to more rural ones. She put herself in
a luxurious setting, in her Carte-deVisite, which becomes her elegance
and sophistication (Fig. 1).
I chose a rustic, gardening
background, with a hand on an
archetypal shovel, while attempting
to look poetic (Fig. 2). The settings

were brilliantly conceived and
implemented, and the photograph
taken of me could well become
my Carte-de-Visite. Others chose
different tableaux as in the case
of Sueli and Somoo Choksey (Fig.
3) and Jonathan and Suminder of
Althorpe fame (Fig. 4). The exhibition
was itself a huge success, with all the
visitors, many cognoscenti, finding
themselves recorded photographically
in a variety of settings. It was
amazing to discover what a one-night
exhibition can achieve, both in terms
of numbers and vibrant atmosphere.
Many who heard of it later were
naturally disappointed they had
missed it. The moral of this art story
is to be alert, look for the signals,
wait for the chance and take it when

Left: Figure 5. The grounds at Compton Verney
showing future HLF funded developments.
Below: Figure 6. Sonia Bublaitis with her work,
at the Gray’s Art Gallery, London 2015
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7. Congratulations are in order
to our art loving friend, Compton
Verney Gallery, which has recently
won a £2.5m Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) for the landscape restoration
project, which will enable it to fulfil
its ambition to restore the grounds
and do all sorts of magical things,
such as provide an enhanced visitors
centre and new paths, on which it will
be easy to walk in the woods and see
the lake, and experience the vision
of Capability Brown (Fig. 5). This

year’s gallery programme though,
between 14th March to 7th June was
most exciting, showing as it did, the
work of Canaletto, during his nine
year stay in Britain from 1748–1755.
At the same time 75 black and white
photographs by Martin Parr, between
1975 and 1980, documented life in
Hebden Bridge, a Yorkshire mill town
under the title The Non-Conformists,
referring to the Methodist and Baptist
chapels showing their independence
in a period of decline. From March to
December you will be able to see the
re-display of the magnificent Chinese
collection at Compton Verney, and
to top it all from June to September
2015 the Gallery is showing The Arts
and Crafts House. These are the main
features this year in the Gallery but

there are many, many other events
happening, and it’s worth looking at
their overall programme.
8. Sonia Bublaitis, LSA member has
fulfilled her dream of breaking into
the London art world, having been
selected to exhibit at the ‘with-it’
Flux Gallery, Heneage Street, near
Brick Lane in the fashionable East
End of London. Lisa Gray, the very
sophisticated and knowledgeable
owner who runs it, spotted her work
and wanted it. Here is a peep of her
and her work in situ (Fig. 6).
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it comes! In the future LSA too, may
well be popping up all over the place,
at Althorpe Studios gallery, the Pump
Rooms, the Art College, and who
knows where, with the demise of its
Gallery 150.

Clive Engwell
Some more work
by LSA members
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Nancy Upshall
If you like vivid colours, imaginative abstract designs
and the unexpected, then the work of Coventrybased Nancy Upshall will delight.
Nancy says that her work is an exploration and
enjoyment of colour, using it boldly and positively,
and taking risks.
She begins a piece of work by laying down
a substantial layer of random vivid colour before
beginning to paint. In this way she says she is forced
into experimenting, not knowing or able to predict
the outcome.
Each new piece of work is a new adventure, an
exciting departure.The same methods are used also

F

Local art scene

inding and featuring work by
LSA members for this issue
of ArtSpace was a little more
difficult than normal, since our usual
springtime exhibition, always a great
source of material, was unable to be
staged following our forced exit from
Gallery 150.
This time around therefore,
we are featuring a small group of
artists who are all experienced, well
established in their field of work and
an inspiration to their peers. The
fact that they are all painters is pure
coincidence!
In mitigation however, the joy
and real pleasure that we experience
from painting at every level is well
known. The transformation of a blank
canvas, gradually becoming a work of
art, is a delightful experience not to
be missed. Enjoy these works and –
if you are not already – be inspired to
paint. You’ll love it!
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Above: Jason at work in studio
Right: Jason Legon
Range Rover SV (2015)
working drawing
mixed media A3 detail paper

for her figurative work and portraiture, of which she
has regular commissions.
It all seems to work. Her paintings are stunning,
and have been regularly seen in exhibitions and
galleries all over the country (including the RBA
and RA in London), earning her many awards over
the years.

Nancy Upshall Adrift (2014)
Oil on canvas 91 x 122cm

Jason Legon
A very popular local artist and member of the Guild
of Automotive artists, Jason admits to having a real
passion for art and illustration, particularly but not
exclusively producing the most magnificent
drawings and paintings of exotic and famous
motor cars.
Jason works in a large variety of media from
simple pencil drawing, cartoons and ink work
renderings through to fine art paintings in acrylics
and oils.

Shown here is his latest commissioned work from
Jaguar Land Rover’s SV department. This working
drawing was made on detail paper using a mixture
of LetraSet Tria markers, coloured pencils, white
gouache and pastel. The final piece will be a realistic
fine art work on a 1.5m x 1.0m canvas.
You can watch Jason at work creating this Range
Rover SV by scanning the QR code (left) or through
the YouTube link:
www.youtube.com/watch?vZSd7URlrVSo

Below: Andrew at Art in the Park 2014

John Devane Mulholland Drive (2014)
Oil on canvas 153 x 142cm

Andrew Lawrence
Andrew, like so many LSA members, retired from
his day job and decided to make a determined
effort to find the time to indulge his creative passion
for painting.
He studied with Neil Moore, Stan Kaminski and
Jan Freeman and, benefiting from their guidance,
is producing delightful paintings often using quite
unusual subject matter. Andrew works in a variety
of media and his recent subjects include wildlife,
classic motor cars, urban landscapes and portraits.
In 2014 he entered the Driven exhibition at
Gallery 150 and took part in the Art in the Park
festival where he enthralled the public as he painted
his Manhattan at Sunset canvas.
Aiming to open his studio in Harbury for the
Warwickshire Open Studios this summer, he really
has arrived in the local art scene and is loving it.
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Above: Andrew Lawrence Greylag Goose (2013) Water colour 22 x 30cm

Suminder Sahota
designs from around the world, clearly heavily
influenced by African and Indian materials in respect
of their vibrant and imaginative colours and symbols.
To achieve these beautiful images, Suminder
uses a graffito technique using thin layers of paint
and then scrapes it back with various special tools
to reveal parts of the underlying layers. This creates
interesting textures and is very effective. She also
occasionally paints figurative and still-life works.

John Devane
John is a figurative painter who has exhibited widely
since graduating from the Royal College of Art. He
was a finalist and runner-up in the 2013 BP Portrait
Award and was shortlisted for the Garrick Milne prize
for painting in 2005. His work is highly respected
and in a number of private and public collections
including those of Brunel University, Coventry
University, the Imperial War Museum, the Unilever
Collection, Henley Business College and Ocean
Transport & Trade plc.
John’s work in urban landscape and particularly
that of holiday resorts is fascinating. Some of his
works, like these shown here, feature swimming
pools and sunlit places that are often devoid of
human form, creating a sense of drama.
John Devane is currently head of the Design
and Visual Arts Department at the School of Art
and Design, Coventry University.
See more of John’s work at
www.johndevane.com

Left: Suminder Sahota
Getting Myself Together Again (2014)
Oils on treated canvas 18 x 90cm

John Devane Pacific Heights (2014)
Oil on canvas 214 x 153cm

A graduate of Kurukshetra University and with a BA
in Fine Art from the University of Central England,
Suminder is also a very busy local artist. Helping to
run her Chrome Yellow Arts shop in Leamington Spa
where she is a partner, as well as being a trustee
of Althorpe Studios & Gallery, she frequently runs
art classes and workshops and continues to paint
regularly developing her own unique style.
Suminder’s paintings are inspired by textile

Chair’s report
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ummer is upon us. To say
that we are in a period of
change at LSA has to be the
understatement of the year.
Most of our members will know
that in late February of this year our
home in Leamington Spa was cruelly
taken away from us by our landlord
who gave us notice to quit our offices
and gallery at the trendy shopping
centre in the heart of town. This was a
bitter blow for us and follows over five
years of quite spectacular presence
and progress for LSA in developing
its Gallery 150 concept. Our gallery’s
reputation became highly respected,
not only by our 340 odd members but
also by the local community and other
arts organisations in town and across
the West Midlands. Over 22,000
people visited Gallery 150 in 2014
alone. Now there is no Gallery 150.
LSA’s elected officers and
member volunteers take care of the
following activities:
l
Overall management and
reporting of the charities activities.
l
Financial and treasury matters.
l
The recruitment and training of
volunteers.
l
Membership administration,
recruitment and correspondence.
l
The design and production of
the journal ArtSpace.
l
Organizing the curation and
installation of artists’ exhibitions to a
high standard.
l
Assisting new members and
aspiring artists with reproducing,
The East Lodge, Jephson Gardens.

framing, promotion and marketing of
their work.
From March 1, 2015 this capable
team and its skill base may well need
to be slightly reinvented for a new
set of LSA tasks and objectives not
necessarily yet wholly identified.
What should happen now?
Recent events were entirely
predictable and despite the loss
of a prime and glamorous space,
the association of Leamington
Studio Artists will continue as
it has done since its foundation.
Indeed the enthusiasm of many
members, particularly those whose
circumstances enable them to give
generous amounts of their time, may
well be increased by the challenges
ahead. Hopefully therefore we will:
l
Continue to produce our
ArtSpace journal.
l
Continue to work to increase
our membership by recruitment of the
general public (particularly students)
who are interested in the visual arts.
l
Press on with our plans to
sponsor as the lead organization of the
Art in the Park 2015 and future events.
l
Continue to improve our website
and develop our ability to contact
members professionally and promptly.
l
Examine creative ways to
promote and operate regular
exhibitions of work for our own
members.
l
Find suitable venues for our own
members’ shows and promote these
through to 2016.
l
Proceed to launch the planned
arts sales website as soon as possible.
l
Increase our activities in teaching
art at the weekend by members and
guest artists.
l
Seek to provide well-managed,
disciplined artists studios at affordable
costs.
…and many more activities now that
our principal fundraiser G150 has
gone.
A potential new home
We are encouraged and excited
that the East Lodge, a property of
Warwick District Council, situated
in the beautiful Jephson Gardens has
become available to rent. This would
seem to be an ideal vehicle which
could enable us to take LSA forward
into the future. The building is in
fine condition with a fairly recent
conversion for use as a commercial

community activities centre, and close
to the town centre. The gardens are
extremely well visited, particularly in
the summer.
We hope our application to
occupy East Lodge will be successful!
Current exhibitions
Despite the foregoing, I am happy and
delighted to say that the LSA (open)
Summer Show will shortly be upon us
and this year Warwickshire College
School of Arts has kindly allowed us
to use its very smart new exhibition
area near to the main entrance of the
College to stage our show. Full details
on the website.
Royal Leamington Spa’s own
Open 2015 exhibition at the Pump
Room Art Gallery takes place until
Sunday 12 July 2015. The Open is
showing 38 works culled from well
over 150 submissions. It remains a
mystery why extra space in the gallery
could not be provided for this biennial
show so that the work of the many
good artists who were omitted could
be shown? Of the work shown, 14
pieces are from LSA members which is
37% of the total. Three more are from
previous members, one of which, Neil
Moore, was the winner of the prize of
£1,000.
The exhibition has some
excellent work from LSA members and
we anticipate being able to give better
and brighter coverage of this show in
the next edition of ArtSpace.
I could not end my report
without mentioning Art in the Park.
LSA is the source and powerhouse
for this event since it exemplifies
our vision of bringing the love of
art to the centre of the community.
Members will be able to read Carole’s
interesting and exciting article in this
issue, and the plans for this important
event following its success last year.
We are so grateful to her and the
bunch of volunteers and participants
who are clearly determined to make
this year’s event something really
special for Royal Leamington Spa.
Please keep the arts alive in
Royal Leamington Spa.
Clive Engwell
Chair, Leamington Studio Artists.
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Grace Newman

John Yeadon

James Callaghan
Marie Calvert

Mo Enright

Roy Johnston

Robert Newman

David ShawRichardson

Ann Yeomans

Wendy CampbellBriggs

Alexander Etter

Catherine Jones

Victoria Newman

Gail Sheppard

Barrie Etter

Chris Jones

Natalie O’Keeffe

Ray Shields

Ian Capener

Paul Evans

Jennifer Jones

Christine O’Sullivan

Robert Shuttleworth

Noriko Young

Eugenio Cappuccio

Penny Evans

Paul Jordan

Beverley Oxford

Christopher Sidwell

Andrzej Zawadzki

Pat Carpenter

Peter Everitt

Eleanor Kaijaks

John Oxford

Anya Simmons

Miriam Zevalking

Michele Carruthers

Emma Falcke

Jessica Kaijaks

Karen Parker

Mark Skirving

Carol Ziyat

Maureen Taylor
Bethany Tetley
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Mark Tilley

Suminder Virk
George Wagstaffe
Rachel Warren

Jane Williams
Hilary Wilson
Bruce Wilton

Dr Richard Yeomans
Charlotte Yeung
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Christine Wilkinson

LSA in focus

Silvia Velloso
Vidigal Righetti

LEAMINGTON
S T U D I O A RT I S T S
Our purposes and vision:
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To promote artistic endeavour
and professional practice
LSA’s membership embraces artists
working at all levels, from talented
top quality professionals to
beginners, and in a variety of forms:
painters, sculptors, potters,
photographers, textile artists, et al.
Our strong membership is a
testimony to their commitment and
professionalism in the visual arts.

LSA in focus

The work of LSA
As an established organization, LSA
is an integral part of the visual art
scene in Leamington Spa and its
environs: we offer opportunities for
exhibitions for both individuals and
groups of artists; we hold regular
events such as Art in the Park; we
facilitate scanning, printing and
framing for our members, as well as
providing studios.
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The production of ArtSpace
LSA produces a highly regarded
and pictorially exciting journal
in the form of ArtSpace, thrice
yearly. This is posted and included
in the members’ small annual
subscription. The contents include,
feature articles on the work of
individual members; reviews of
exhibitions locally and further
afield; news about the art world in
general and book reviews.
An invitation to join LSA
We welcome new members!
Yes, of course we want practising
artists, but we welcome all who are
interested in art. We are in need of
members who would like to become
part of an artistic community and
willing to participate in voluntary
activities such as spending time
running a gallery, writing for
ArtSpace, or helping to organize
events or talks. At the same time
you can still be a treasured,
valuable member and do nothing
except support our objectives.
Membership forms and contact
with any of the team via
membership@lsartists.net or
chair@lsartists.net

LSA organisation
Leamington Studio Artists is a
registered charity. It exists for
the benefit of the general public
and its primary objectives are to
promote and foster the interest in,
and appreciation of, all forms of
the visual arts in Leamington Spa
and surrounding area.
It is also committed to
assisting all its artist members by
encouraging professional practice
in all aspects of the visual arts.

LSA corporate
sponsors

Charity number 1147593
Chair Clive Engwell		
chair@lsa-artists.co.uk
Treasurer Tony Cartwright
treasurer@lsa-artists.co.uk
Membership Secretary
Alison Chantrey
membership@lsa-artists.co.uk
Trustee James Callaghan
jim.c@btinternet.com
Trustee Bryan Kelly
bryan-42@hotmail.com
Trustee Nikki Monday
mondaynikki@gmail.com
ArtSpace team
Chair Clive Engwell
Editor Charlotte Yeung
charlotte_yeung@outlook.com
Editorial Adviser Dave Phillips
d.phillips@abdab.com
Art Director Clive Richards
Production Malcolm Waterhouse
Proofreader Julia Engwell
Special thanks Magenta

Chartered Accountants and Tax Advisers

We offer a wide variety of full and part time courses in the creative arts
Part time and leisure courses include:
Art Therapy
Adobe Creative Suits and Interactive Media
Ceramics
Furniture Workshops and Woodturning
Glass & Jewellery
Interiors
Life Drawing & Painting and Drawing
Photography
Sewing, Dressmaking, Textiles, Creative Workshops
Upholstery and Soft Furnishings
Call us on: 01926 318233 or visit warwickshire.ac.uk to find out more

New members welcome
A year’s membership gives you
all these benefits for just £20.

w members welcome

n

Opportunities to exhibit your work

n

Invitations to private views

n

A free copy of ArtSpace, the LSA journal, 			
delivered to your home

n

Opportunities to meet artists working in all media

n

Competitively priced scanning, printing, mounting 		
and framing service

n

Commission only exhibiting of prints and
greetings cards

n

Promotion of your work through links to your 		
own website (or an LSA – provided profile page)

n

Affordable studios (subject to availability)

£4.00

Forms are available from
the membership secretary at
membership@lsartists.net
Alternatively, you may download
the forms or join online at

www.lsa-artists.co.uk
(‘Become a member’ tab)

LEAMINGTON
S T U D I O A RT I S T S
Enjoy, live and breathe a little art
and fun into your life.

